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UNBOUND

1. RISD Museum
2. TINY
3. Feels Magazine
4. Coumba Samba
5. RED ART and MJ Robinson
7. Lizzy Sour
8. DWRI Letterpress
9. Lindi Shi
10. Xiomara España
11. Zola Anderson
12. Samantha Tate
13. Anomalous Press
14. What Cheer Writers Club
15. Allyson Church
16. A_OK Editions
17. Lauren Armstrong
18. Maddie Dennis
19. Natasha Sharpe
20. Anna Sellheim
21. Penina Gal
22. Fourth
23. Bomb Magazine
24. Frequency
25. Jeremy Ferris
26. Walker Mettling/Providence Comics Consortium
27. Ryan Alves
28. RISD RISO
29. Uncommon Sense
30. Draw Down Books
31. Cardkits
32. Aly Maderson Quinlog
33. Cristina Sarno
34. Allie Briggs
35. RISD Illustration
36. Squirrel Witch
37. Casey Roonan
38. Mathew C Kramer
39. Symposium Books
40. ROMERO ITEM
41. Raw Meat Collective
42. Dannie Engwert

art book fair ⭐️ RISD library

April 6, 2019 🕒 11am - 6pm
RISD UNBOUND is a day-long event celebrating artists’ books, zines, and experimental printed matter created by RISD students and local artists, as well as designers, publishers, artists, and book enthusiasts from across the region. Through exhibits and sales, UNBOUND seeks to inspire conversations around cultural publishing in the Providence community.

#risdunbound

UNBOUND 2019 is supported by the Center for Student Involvement, RISD Library, the Graphic Design department, and the RISD Museum. Individuals from the RISD Library, RISD Museum, various RISD departments, and the Providence Public Library plan the event each year.

BOMB Magazine is the 2019 UNBOUND media sponsor.

BOMB

Special thanks to Olivia de Salve Villedieu, RISD GD MFA ’19 for the UNBOUND graphic identity and Elena Foreker, RISD GD MFA ’20 for the design work.